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Abstract. Choosing the placement of wildlife cross-
ings (i.e., green bridges) to reconnect animal species’
fragmented habitats is among the 17 goals towards
sustainable development by the UN. We consider the
following established model: Given a graph whose
vertices represent the fragmented habitat areas and
whose weighted edges represent possible green bridge
locations, as well as the habitable vertex set for each
species, find the cheapest set of edges such that each
species’ habitat is connected. We study this prob-
lem from a theoretical (algorithms and complexity)
and an experimental perspective, while focusing on
the case where habitats induce cycles. We prove
that the NP-hardness persists in this case even if
the graph structure is restricted. If the habitats ad-
ditionally induce faces in plane graphs however, the
problem becomes efficiently solvable. In our empiri-
cal evaluation we compare this algorithm as well as
ILP formulations for more general variants and an
approximation algorithm with another. Our evalua-
tion underlines that each specialization is beneficial
in terms of running time, whereas the approximation
provides highly competitive solutions in practice.

1 Introduction
Habitat fragmentation due to human-made infrastruc-
tures like roads or train tracks, leading to wildlife-vehicle
collisions, a severe threat not only to animals, up to im-
pacting biodiversity [3, 20], but also to humans. Installing
wildlife crossings like bridges, tunnels [23], ropes [10], et
cetera (we refer to those as green bridges from here on) in
combination with road fencing (so as to ensure that the
green bridges are being used) allows a cost-efficient [14]
reduction of wildlife-vehicle collisions by up to 85% [13].
In this paper, we study the problem of finding the right
positions for green bridges that keeps the building cost at
a minimum and ensures that every habitat is fully inter-
connected. We focus on those cases in which the structure
of the habitats is very simple and study the problem from
both a theoretical (algorithmics and computational com-
plexity) as well as an experimental perspective.

We follow a model recently introduced by Fluschnik and
Kellerhals [6]. Herein, the modeled graph can be under-
stood as path-based graph [22, 8]: a vertex corresponds
to a part fragmented by human-made infrastructures sub-
suming habitat patches of diverse animal habitats, and
any two vertices are connected by an edge if the corre-
sponding patches can be connected by a green bridge.

∗Supported by DFG, project MATE (NI/369-17).
†Supported by DFG, project MATE (NI/369-17).

The edges are equipped with the costs of building the
respective green bridge (possibly including fencing) in the
respective area. The goal is to construct green bridges in
a minimum-cost way such that in the graph spanned by
the green bridges, the patches of each habitat form a con-
nected component. Formally, we are concerned with the
following.

Problem 1. 1-Reach Green Bridges Placement
with Costs (1-Reach GBP-C)
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E) with edge costs
c : E → N, a set H = {H1, . . . ,Hr} of habitats with
Hi ⊆ V and |Hi| ≥ 2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, an inte-
ger k ∈ N0.

Question: Is there a subset F ⊆ E with c(F ) :=∑
e∈F c(e) ≤ k such that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r} it

holds that Hi ⊆ V (G[F ]) and G[F ][Hi] is a connected
graph?

In accordance with Fluschnik and Kellerhals [6], we denote
by 1-Reach Green Bridges Placement (1-Reach
GBP) the unit-cost version of 1-Reach GBP-C.

Our contributions. Our study focuses on habitats
which induce small cycles. This is well motivated from
practical as well as theoretical standpoints. Small habi-
tats, in terms of size and limited structures (as to trees
and cycles), appear more often for small mammals, am-
phibians, and reptiles, among which several species are at
critical state [11, 12]. From a theoretical point of view,
since the problem is already NP-hard in quite restricted
setups [6], it is canonical to study special cases such as re-
strictions on habitat and graph structure. As the problem
is polynomial-time solvable if each habitat induces a tree
(Observation 1), studying habitats inducing cycles are an
obvious next step.

Our theoretical results are summarized in Table 1. We
prove that 1-Reach GBP remains NP-hard even if each
habitat induces a cycle, even of fixed length at least three.
Most of our NP-hardness results hold even on restricted
input graphs, i.e., planar graphs of small maximum de-
gree. On the positive side, we prove that for cycle-inducing
habitats we can reduce the problem to maximum-weight
matching in an (auxiliary) multi-hypergraph. From this
we derive a polynomial-time special case: If every edge is
shared by at most two habitats, we can reduce the problem
to maximum-weight matching, a well-known polynomial-
time solvable problem.

We perform an experimental evaluation of several algo-
rithms, including the two mentioned above, the approx-
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Table 1: Our NP-hardness (refer to Theorem 1) and upper
bound results regarding our habitat families. C =

⋃
`∈N≥3

{C`}
denotes the class of all cycles C` of length `. “P” is short for
“polynomial-time solvable”, ∆ for ∆(G). ∗ (` 6= 5) † (if every
edge is in at most two habitats (Thm. 2)) ‡ (if ∆ ≤ 2 (Obs. 2))
§ (if ∆ ≤ 3 (Cor. 1))

Habitat family NP-hard, even if Upper

{P2, C3} G is a clique P†∨‡

{C3} (no further restrictions) P†∨§

{P2, C`}, ` ∈ N≥4 ∆ ≥ 4 or if G is planar∗ P†∨‡

{C`}, ` ∈ N≥4 ∆ ≥ 10 or if G is planar∗ P†∨‡

{P2} ∪ C ∆ ≥ 3 and G is planar P†∨‡

C ∆ ≥ 9 and G is planar P†∨‡

imation algorithm given by Fluschnik and Kellerhals [6],
as well as an ILP formulation for the case of general (i.e.,
not necessarily inducing cycles) habitat structures. Our
evaluation shows that each more specialized algorithm for
the cycle-inducing habitats perform much better than the
next more general one. Moreover, we show that the ap-
proximation algorithm is fast with very small loss in solu-
tion quality. Finally, we underline the connection between
solution quality and running time on the one side, as well
as the way of how habitats intersect on the other side.

Further related work. Ament et al. [1] gives an infor-
mative overview on the topic. The placement of wildlife
crossings is also studied with different approaches [4, 5, 19,
2]. A related problem is Steiner Forest (where we only
need to connect habitats, without requesting connected
induced graphs), which (and an extension of it) is studied
from an algorithmic perspective [18, 15].

2 Preliminaries
Let N (N0) be the natural numbers without (with) zero.
For a set X ⊆ N0 and y ∈ N0, let X≥y := {x ∈ X | x ≥ y}.

Graph Theory. For a graph G = (V,E), we also de-
note by V (G) and E(G) the vertex set V and edge set E
of G, respectively. For an edge set E′ ⊆ E and ver-
tex set V ′ ⊆ V , we denote by G[E′] = (

⋃
e∈E′ e, E

′)
and by G[V ′] := (V ′, {e ∈ E | e ⊆ V ′}) the graph in-
duced by E′ and by V ′, respectively. The graph G[E′][V ′]
is the graph G′[V ′] with G′ = G[E′]. By ∆(G) (δ(G))
we denote the maximum (minimum) vertex degree of G.
Denote by NG(v) := {w ∈ V (G) | {v, w} ∈ E(G)}
and NG[v] := NG(v) ∪ {v} the open and closed neigh-
borhood of v in G.

Basic Observations. We can assume that every vertex
in our graph is contained in a habitat. We say that an
edge e is shared by two habitats H,H ′ if e ⊆ H ∩ H ′.
We say that a set F ′ ⊆ E satisfies a habitat H ∈ H if
H ⊆ V (G[F ′]) and G[F ′][H] is connected. We have the
following.

Observation 1. 1-Reach GBP-C where each habitat
induces a tree is solvable in O(|H| · |G|) time.

Proof. Since each habitat H ∈ H induces a tree, we need
to take all edges of G[H] into the solution. Hence F =⋃
H∈HE(G[H]) is a minimum-cost solution computable

in O(|H| · |G|) time.

Observation 2. 1-Reach GBP-C on graphs of maxi-
mum degree two is solvable in O(|H| · |G|) time.

Proof. Every connected component is a cycle or a path.
Hence, every habitat is either a cycle or a path. In a
connected component which is a cycle, all edges induced
by habitats inducing paths must be taken. If not all edges
are taken, then we can leave out exactly one remaining
edge of largest cost from the solution.

3 Lower Bounds
In this section we show that the NP-hardness of 1-Reach
GBP persists even if the habitats induce simple structures
and the graphs are restricted. We prove the following.

Theorem 1. 1-Reach GBP is NP-hard even if:
(i) each habitat induces a P2 or a C3 and G is a clique,

or each habitat induces a C` for any fixed ` ≥ 3.
(ii) each habitat induces (a P2 or) a C` for any fixed

` ∈ N≥4 \ {5} and G is planar.
(iii) each habitat induces a P2 or a C` for any fixed ` ≥ 4

and ∆(G) ≥ 4, or each habitat induces a C` for any
fixed ` ≥ 4 and ∆(G) ≥ 10.

(iv) each habitat induces a P2 or a cycle, G is planar,
and ∆(G) ≥ 3, or each habitat induces a cycle, G is
planar, and ∆(G) ≥ 9.

For each case we provide a polynomial-time reduction
from the following NP-hard [9] problem.

Problem 2. Cubic Vertex Cover (CVC)

Input: An undirected, cubic graph G = (V,E) and an
integer p ∈ N0.

Question: Is there a set V ′ ⊆ V with |V ′| ≤ p such
that G[V \ V ′] contains no edge?

We first provide constructions for the four cases before
presenting the correctness proofs.

Constructions. We next provide the constructions for
the base cases (i.e., small cycle lengths and habitats in-
ducing P2s) of Theorem 1(i)–(iv). The results can be ex-
tended by employing a central gadget which we call crown.
The crown allows us to exclude P2s from the habitat fam-
ily and to extend cycle lenghts all while preserving the
planarity of the reductions. See Figure 1(a) for a crown.

Definition 1. Let G be a graph with two distinct ver-
tices a, b ∈ V (G) and habitats H. When we say we
(p, q)-crown a and b, then we connect a and b by a
so-called base path P 0 of length p + 1 and two crown-
paths P 1, P 2, each of length q + 1, and add two crown-
habitats Hi = V (P 0) ∪ V (P i) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Observation 3. The minimum number of edges to satisfy
both crown habitats of a (p, q)-crowning is p+2q+1 (every
edge from the base path and in each crown-path, all but one
edge).
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Figure 1: (a) A crowning and (b)–(e) four construction types. (a) The graph introduced by a (1, 3)-crowning with its two crown-
habitats (blue and yellow). Thick (green) edges form a minimum cardinality solution for the crown-habitats with 8 edges. (b)–(d)
The construction are exemplified for a graph containing the edges {v1, vi}, {vi, vn}, and {vj , vn}, but not the edges {v1, vj},
{v1, vn}, and {vi, vj}, (b)+(c) Three habitats corresponding to the edges {v1, vi} (magenta), {vi, vn} (green), and {vj , vn} (blue)
are depicted. Endpoints of thick (red) edges are candidates for (p, q)-crowning. In (b), dashed edge can be added without changing
the correctness. (d) Thick (red) edges are candidates for subdivisions. (e) Habitats for the edges {v1, v3} and {v4, v8} are depicted.
Each of the thick edges forms a habitat.

Construction 1. Let I = (G, p) be an instance of CVC
with G = (V,E), V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and E = {e1, . . . , em}.
Construct an instance I ′ = (G′,H, k) as follows (see Fig-
ure 1(b)). Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with V ′ := V ∪ {x} and
E′ := E ∪ ⋃n

i=1{{x, vi}}. Let H = {H1, . . . ,Hm} ∪
{H ′1, . . . ,H ′m}, where Hi := ei and H ′i := ei ∪ {x} for
all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let k := m+ p. �
Construction 2. Let I = (G, p) be an instance of CVC
with G = (V,E), V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and E = {e1, . . . , em}.
Construct an instance I ′ = (G′,H, k) as follows (see Fig-
ure 1(c)). Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with V ′ := V ∪ {x, y}
and E′ :=

⋃n
i=1{{x, vi}, {y, vi}}. Let H = {H1, . . . ,Hn}∪

{H ′1, . . . ,H ′m}, where Hi := {vi, x} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and H ′i := ei ∪ {x, y} for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let k :=
n+ p. �
Construction 3. Let I = (G, p) be an instance of
CVC with G = (V,E), V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and E =
{e1, . . . , em}. Construct an instance I ′ = (G′,H, k)
as follows (see Figure 1(d)). Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with
V ′ := V ∪ V ∗ where V ∗ = {v∗1 , . . . , v∗n} and E′ :=
E∪E∗∪⋃n

i=1{{vi, v∗i }}, where E∗ = {e∗` = {v∗i , v∗j } | e` =
{vi, vj} ∈ E}. Let H = {H1, . . . ,Hm} ∪ {H∗1 , . . . ,H∗m} ∪
{H ′1, . . . ,H ′m}, where Hi := ei, H∗i := e∗i , and H ′i := ei∪e∗i
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let k := 2m+ p. �
Construction 4. Let I = (G, p) an instance of CVC
with G = (V,E), V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and E = {e1, . . . , em}.
W.l.o.g. we assume n to be a power of two as we can add
isolated vertices. Construct an instance I ′ = (G′,H, k)
as follows (see Figure 1(e)). Let T be a full binary tree
of height log2(n) with root w.1 Denote by w1, . . . , wn
the leaves in the order provided by a depth-first search
starting at w. Let T ′ be a copy of T , and denote by w′i
the copy of leaf wi. Add T and T ′ to G′ and for each i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, add the edge {wi, w′i}. For the construction
of the habitats, denote the non-leaf vertices of T by wC
where C ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is the maximal subset of leaf indices
in the subtree of T rooted at wC (analogously for T ′). For
each edge e ∈ E(T )∪E(T ′), H contains the habitat He =
e. Now, for each edge e` = {vi, vj} ∈ E, H contains the
habitat H ′` := V (T`)∪V (T ′`), where T` is the subtree of T

1A full binary tree T with root w of height t is a tree with ex-
actly 2t leaves each of distance exactly t to w and every inner node
has exactly two children.

rooted at wC with C being the smallest set with {i, j} ⊆ C
(analogously for T ′`). Finally, let k := |E(T )| + |E(T ′)| +
p. �

Correctness. We next prove Theorem 1(i)–(iv), by us-
ing Constructions 1 to 4 and extending it with the crown
(see Definition 1).

Proof of Theorem 1(i). Let I = (G, p) be an instance of
CVC, and let I ′ = (G′,H, k) be an instance of 1-Reach
GBP obtained from I using Construction 1. We claim
that I is a yes-instance if and only if I ′ is a yes-instance.

(⇒) Let V ′ ⊆ V be a vertex cover of size at most p.
We claim that F = E∪⋃vi∈V ′{{x, vi}} is a solution to I ′.
Note that |F | ≤ m+ p and Hi ∈ F for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Suppose the claim is false, that is, there is a habitat H ′` ∈
H that is not connected. Since e` = {vi, vj} ⊆ F , nei-
ther {x, vi} nor {x, vj} is in F . Hence, V ′ ∩ e` = ∅, a
contradiction.

(⇐) Let F be a solution to I. We know that Hi ∈ F
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We claim that V ′ = {vi | {x, vi} ∈
F} is a vertex cover of G. Note that |V ′| ≤ p since |F \
E| ≤ p. Suppose the claim is false, that is, there is an
edge e` = {vi, vj} ∈ E with e` ∩ V ′ = ∅. By construction
of V ′, we have that each of {x, vi} and {x, vj} are not in F .
Hence the habitat H ′` is not connected, a contradiction.

Note that adding any edge to G′ does not change the
correctness. For the NP-hardness for only C`-habitats,
` ≥ 3, replace every edge e = {v, w} in E by a (` − 3, 1)-
crowning and adjust H and k accordingly.

Proof of Theorem 1(ii). Let I = (G, p) be an instance of
CVC, and let I ′ = (G′,H, k) be an instance of 1-Reach
GBP obtained from I using Construction 2. We claim
that I is a yes-instance if and only if I ′ is a yes-instance.

(⇒) Let V ′ ⊆ V be a vertex cover of size at most p.
We claim that F =

⋃
vi∈V {{x, vi}} ∪

⋃
vi∈V ′{{y, vi}} is

a solution to I ′. Note that |F | ≤ n + p and Hi ∈ F
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Suppose the claim is false, that
is, there is a habitat H ′` ∈ H that is not connected.
Since {{vi, x}, {x, vj}} ⊆ F , neither {y, vi} nor {y, vj}
is in F . Hence, V ′ ∩ e` = ∅, a contradiction.

(⇐) Let F be a solution to I. We know that Hi ∈ F
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We claim that V ′ = {vi | {y, vi} ∈
F} is a vertex cover of G. Note that |V ′| ≤ p since |F \
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⋃
vi∈V {{x, vi}}| ≤ p. Suppose the claim is false, that is,

there is an edge e` = {vi, vj} ∈ E with e` ∩ V ′ = ∅. By
construction of V ′, we have that each of {y, vi} and {y, vj}
are not in F . Hence the habitat H ′` is not connected, a
contradiction.

For the NP-hardness for only C`-habitats with even ` ≥
6 or ` = 4, replace every edge e = {vi, x} by an (`/2 −
2, `/2)-crowning. For the NP-hardness for C`-habitats
with odd ` ≥ 7, replace every edge e = {vi, x} by two
crownings, an ((` − 1)/2 − 2, (` + 1)/2)-crowning and
an ((` + 1)/2 − 2, (` − 1)/2)-crowning. Adjust H and k
accordingly.

Proof of Theorem 1(iii). Let I = (G, p) be an instance of
CVC, and let I ′ = (G′,H, k) be an instance of 1-Reach
GBP obtained from I using Construction 3. We claim
that I is a yes-instance if and only if I ′ is a yes-instance.

(⇒) Let V ′ ⊆ V be a vertex cover of size at most p.
We claim that F = E ∪ E∗ ∪ ⋃

vi∈V ′{{v∗i , vi}} is a so-
lution to I ′. Note that |F | ≤ 2m + p and Hi, H

∗
i ∈ F

for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Suppose the claim is false, that
is, there is a habitat H ′` ∈ H that is not connected.
Since {{vi, vj}, {v∗i , v∗j }} ⊆ F , neither the edges {v∗i , vi}
nor {v∗j , vj} are in F . Hence, V ′ ∩ e` = ∅, a contradiction.

(⇐) Let F be a solution to I. We know that Hi, H
∗
i ∈

F for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We claim that V ′ = {vi |
{vi, v∗i } ∈ F} is a vertex cover of G. Note that |V ′| ≤ p
since |F \(E∪E∗)| ≤ p. Suppose the claim is false, that is,
there is an edge e` = {vi, vj} ∈ E with e`∩V ′ = ∅. By con-
struction of V ′, we have that each of {v∗i , vi} and {v∗j , vj}
are not in F . Hence the habitat H ′` is not connected, a
contradiction.

For the NP-hardness for {P2, C`}-habitats with ` ≥ 4,
subdivide each edge `− 4 times. For the NP-hardness for
only C`-habitats with ` ≥ 4, replace every edge e ∈ E
by an (` − 4, 2)-crowning and every edge e∗ ∈ E∗ by
an (0, ` − 2)-crowning. Note that this increases the max-
imum degree by six to at most ten. Adjust H and k ac-
cordingly.

Proof of Theorem 1(iv). Let I = (G, p) be an instance of
VC, and let I ′ = (G′,H, k) be an instance of 1-Reach
GBP obtained from I using Construction 4. It is not
difficult to see that ∆(G) ≤ 3 and that each habitat in-
duces either a P2 or a cycle. We claim that I is a yes-
instance if and only if I ′ is a yes-instance. For notation,
let ET := E(T ) ∪ E(T ′).

(⇒) Let V ′ ⊆ V be a vertex cover of size at most p.
We claim that F =

⋃
e∈ET

{e} ∪ ⋃
vi∈V ′{{wi, w′i}} is a

solution to I ′. Note that |F | ≤ |ET | + p and He ∈ F for
all e ∈ ET . Suppose the claim is false, that is, there is a
habitat H ′` ∈ H corresponding to e` = {vi, vj} that is not
connected. Thus, each of the edges {wi, w′i} and {wj , w′j}
is not in F . Hence, V ′ ∩ e` = ∅, a contradiction.

(⇐) Let F be a solution to I. We know that He ∈ F
for all e ∈ ET . We claim that V ′ = {vi | {wi, w′i} ∈ F} is
a vertex cover of G. Note that |V ′| ≤ p since |F \ET | ≤ p.
Suppose the claim is false, that is, there is an edge e` =
{vi, vj} ∈ E with e` ∩ V ′ = ∅. By construction of V ′,
we have that each of {wi, w′i} and {wj , w′j} are not in F .
Hence the habitat H ′` is not connected, a contradiction.

For the NP-hardness for only cycle-habitats, replace ev-
ery edge e ∈ ET by a (0, 1)-crowning on e’s endpoints.
Note that this increases the maximum degree by six to at
most nine. Adjust H and k accordingly.

4 Upper Bounds
This section is devoted to instances of 1-Reach GBP-C
in which every habitat induces a cycle. We will first show
that this case can be reduced to the following problem.

Problem 3. Maximum-Weight Hypergraph Match-
ing (MWHM)

Input: A hypergraph G = (V,E) with edge
weights w : E → N.

Task: Find a set M ⊆ E of maximum weight such that
for all e, e′ ∈M holds that e ∩ e′ = ∅.

MWHM is NP-hard [9], but if every hyperedge is of car-
dinality at most two, it is equivalent to the well-known
Maximum-Weight Matching (MWM) problem which
is solvable in O(|V |(|E|+log |V |)) time [7]. We make use of
this to prove that some special cases of 1-Reach GBP-C
are polynomial-time solvable.

4.1 The general case for cycles
In this subsection we show the following.

Proposition 1. 1-Reach GBP-C where every habitat
induces a cycle can be decided by solving MWHM where
the largest hyperedge is of size of the largest number of
habitats intersecting in one edge.

Remark. MWHM admits an ILP formulation with lin-
early many variables and constraints (used for our exper-
iments):

max
∑

e∈E(H)

c(e) · xe

s.t. xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(H)∑
e∈E(H): v∈e

xe ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V (H)

(1)

Central for the translation to MWHM is the following
graph.

Definition 2 (Habitat graph). Let G = (V,E) be a graph
with edge cost c : E → N and H be a set of habitats each
inducing a cycle. The multi-hypergraph B = (VB , EB)
with edge weights wB : EB → N and bijection f : E →
E(B) are obtained as follows. B contains a vertex bi
for each habitat Hi. For every edge e ∈ E shared by
at least two habitats Hi1 , . . . ,Hij , add a hyperedge e′ =
{bi1 , . . . , bij} and set f(e) := e′ and wB(e′) := c(e). Fi-
nally, for every edge e ∈ E induced by only one habi-
tat Hi, add a vertex be and the edge e′ := {be, bi}, and
set f(e) := e′ and wB(e′) := c(e).

The following connection between 1-Reach GBP-C and
MWM proves Proposition 1.

Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with edge cost
c : E → N, let H be a set of habitats each inducing a
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cycle, and let B denote the habitat graph with edge weights
wB : EB → N and function f . (i) IfM is a matching in B,
then G[E \ f−1(M)][H] is connected for every H ∈ H;
(ii) If G[F ][H] is connected for every H ∈ H, then E(B)\
f(F ) is a matching in B.

Proof. (i) Let M be a matching in B and let F := E \
f−1(M). Then for every bi ∈ V (B) there is at most one
edge inM that is incident with bi. Thus, for every H ∈ H,
|E(G[H])∩F | ≥ |H|−1, and hence G[F ][H] is connected.

(ii) Let G[F ][H] be connected for every H ∈ H and
let M := E(B) \ f(F ). Suppose there are two edges
in M that are both incident to some bi ∈ V (B). Then
there are two edges in E(G[Hi]) not contained in F , and
hence G[Hi][F ] is not connected—a contradiction. Thus,
M is a matching.

Proof of Proposition 1. Due to Lemma 1(i), we know that
every matching forms a solution. With the addition
of Lemma 1(ii), we know that every maximum-weight
matching forms a minimum-cost solution.

Remark. We can simplify the habitat graph to a simple
hypergraph: If there are multiple edges with the same ver-
tex set, then it is enough to keep exactly one of maximum
weight. We will make use of this in our experiments.

4.2 Polynomial-time solvable subcases
If every habitat induces a cycle and every edge is in at
most two habitats, then the habitat graph is a hyper-
graph with edges of cardinality at most two. We have
the following.

Theorem 2. 1-Reach GBP-C where every habitat in-
duces a cycle is solvable in O(|V | · |E| · |H|) time when
every edge is in at most two habitats.

We next present two special cases of 1-Reach GBP-C
that become polynomial-time solvable due to the above.

Habitats inducing faces. Suppose our input graph is
a plane graph (that is, a planar graph together with an
crossing-free embedding into the plane). If every habi-
tat induces a cycle which is the boundary of a face, then
clearly every edge is shared by at most two habitats since
every edge is incident with exactly two faces. Thus, we
get the following.

Corollary 1. 1-Reach GBP-C where every habitat in-
duces a cycle is solvable in O(|V | · |E| · |H|) time on plane
graphs when every habitat additionally induces a face.

Habitats inducing triangles in graphs of maximum
degree three. Suppose our input graph has maximum
degree three and each habitat induces a triangle. Observe
that every vertex of degree at most one cannot be con-
tained in a habitat. Moreover, every degree-two vertex is
contained in at most one habitat. For degree-three ver-
tices we have the following.

Lemma 2. If a vertex v is contained in three habitats,
then NG[v] is a connected component isomorphic to a K4.

Proof. Firstly, observe that 6 slots are distributed among
3 vertices, and hence, for every w ∈ N(v) there are two
distinct habitats H,H ′ with {v, w} ⊆ H∩H ′. This means
that |N(w) ∩N(v)| = 2. Hence, each vertex G[N [v]] has
degree three, and thus NG[v] is a connected component.

We immediately derive the following data reduction rule.

Reduction Rule 1. If a vertex v is contained in three
habitats, then delete NG[v] and reduce k by the minimum
cost of a solution for G[NG[v]].

If the reduction rule is inapplicable, then every vertex is
contained in at most two habitats. Consequently, every
edge is shared by at most two habitats. We obtain the
following.

Corollary 2. 1-Reach GBP on graphs of maximum de-
gree three is solvable in O(|V | · |E| · |H|) time when every
habitat induces a triangle.

5 Experiments
In this section, we present and discuss our experimental
and empirical evaluation. We explain our data in Sec-
tion 5.1, our algorithms in Section 5.2, and our results
in Section 5.3.

5.1 Data
Graphs. Our experiments are conducted on planar
graphs only. We used data freely available by Open Street
Maps (OSM). For each state of Germany (except for the
city states Berlin, Bremen and Hamburg; abbreviated by
ISO 3166 code), we set a bounding box and extracted
the highways within. For each area encapsulated by high-
ways, we created a vertex. Two vertices are connected
by an edge whenever they are adjacent by means of a
highway. Additionally, we generated five artifical graphs
which are relative neighborhood graphs [21] of sets of
500 + i · 1125 points in the plane, placed uniformly at
random, with i ∈ {0, . . . , 4}. To all graphs we randomly
assigned edge costs from {1, . . . , 8}. Table 2 provides an
overview over some instances’ properties.

Habitats. We created multiple instances from every
graph above by equipping them with different types and
numbers of habitats. We created three types of instances:
face instances, cycle instances, and walk instances. Given
a plane graph G, a number r of habitats and, in the case
of cycle and walk instances, a habitat size q, the instances
were created as follows.
Face instances: Out of those faces of G that induce cy-

cles, randomly choose r faces as habitats.
Cycle instances: List all induced cycles of length q ±

1. For each such q, randomly choose r of the cycles as
habitats.
Walk instances: Compute r self-avoiding random walks

on q′ = q ± 1 vertices, where q′ is chosen uniformly at
random. Add the vertices of each walk to a habitat.
For each instance type, for each graph above, for each
r ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200}, for each q ∈ {5, 7, . . . , 13} in the
case of cycle and walk instances, we generated 5 instances.
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Table 2: Properties of our real-world and artificial graphs.

|V | |E| |faces| δ 2|E|/|V | ∆

BB 129 293 165 2 4.543 11
BW 224 508 285 1 4.536 15
BY 284 651 368 1 4.585 11
HE 113 245 133 1 4.336 13
MV 74 159 86 2 4.297 9
NI 141 321 181 2 4.553 11

NW 455 1035 581 1 4.549 14
RP 138 295 158 1 4.275 13
SH 49 98 50 1 4 8
SL 65 133 69 1 4.092 12
SN 96 211 116 1 4.396 10
ST 133 302 170 1 4.541 10
TH 94 205 112 1 4.362 9

A500 500 629 130 1 2.516 4
A1625 1625 2038 414 1 2.508 4
A2750 2750 3458 709 1 2.515 4
A3875 3875 4871 997 1 2.514 4
A5000 5000 6315 1316 1 2.526 4

Figure 2: Drawing of the graph SL (blue and green edges),
based on the street network of Saarland (black). The graph is
equipped with 21 cycle habitats, each of which is represented
by a unique color. The green edges represent an optimum
solution for the instance.

We remark that the real-world graphs MV, SH, and
SL did not have sufficiently many cycles of length q ± 1
for q ∈ {5, 7}, q ∈ {5, 7, 9}, and q = 5, respectively. In
this case, every cycle was chosen to be a habitat.

Figure 2 is a drawing of the graph SL, based on the
street network of Saarland, together with a set of cycle
habitats.

5.2 Algorithms
We implemented three exact solvers and one approximate
solver. Two of the three exact solvers can be run only on
some types of habitats (see Table 4).

For the face instances we implemented the MWM-based
algorithm (Corollary 1) which we will denote by Amwm.
The habitat graph generation is implemented in Python 3.
The matching is computed using Kolmogorov’s [17] C++
implementation of the Blossom V algorithm.

For the cycle instances generated the habitat graph in

Python 3 and used Gurobi 9.5.0 to solve ILP formula-
tion (1). We call the respective solver Amwhm.

The generic solver Agen can solve all instances of 1-
Reach GBP-C and uses Gurobi 9.5.0 to solve the fol-
lowing ILP formulation with an exponential number of
constraints.

min
∑

e∈E(G)

c(e) · xe

s.t. xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E(G)∑
e∈δH(S)

xe ≥ 1 ∀∅ 6= S ( H, ∀H ∈ H

By δH(S) := {e ∈ E | e ∩ S 6= ∅ ∧ e ∩ (H \ S) 6= ∅}, we
denote for a graph G = (V,E), vertex set H ⊆ V , and
subset ∅ 6= S ( H, the set of edges between S and H \ S.

The approximate solver Aapx, implemented in Python
3, is a weighted adaption of the O(r)-approximation algo-
rithm for 1-Reach GBP given by Fluschnik and Keller-
hals [6]. Their algorithm computes for every habitat a
spanning tree, and then combines the solutions. The
weighted adaption has the same approximation guarantee.
Further, for induced cycles it has an additive approxima-
tion guarantee that depends on the number of habitats
and the maximum cost of any edge.

Observation 4. Aapx is an additive (r · cmax)-approxi-
mation for 1-Reach GBP-C with each habitat inducing
a cycle, where cmax = maxe∈E c(e).

Proof. Let F1, . . . , Fr and F :=
⋃r
i=1 Fi denote the so-

lution of the approximation algorithm, and let F ∗ =⋃r
i=1 F

∗
i denote any optimal solution. For each i ∈

{1, . . . , r}, let {e′i} = Fi \ F ∗i . Then:

c(F ) = c(F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fr)
≤ c(F ∗1 ∪ {e′1} ∪ · · · ∪ F ∗r ∪ {e′r})

≤ c(F ∗1 ∪ · · · ∪ F ∗r ) +

r∑
i=1

c(e′i)

≤ c(F ∗) + r · cmax.

5.3 Results
We compared the implementations on machines equipped
with an Intel Xeon W-2125 CPU and 256GB of RAM
running Ubuntu 18.04. For the ILP-based solvers, we set
a time limit of 30s for the solving time (not the build time).
For 43 of the 100 artificial faces instances Agen was not
able to compute any feasible solution. For all remaining
instances, Agen provided an optimal solution in the given
time limit.

All material to reproduce the results is provided in the
supplementary material.

Comparison of the optimal solvers. Our experi-
ments underline that each specialized solver outperforms
the next less specialized solver (see Figure 3(a)). For in-
stance, on real-world instances with face habitats, Amwm

is on average 1.7 times faster than Amwhm, and on artifi-
cial instances with cycle habitats, Amwm is on average 82
times faster than Agen (see Table 5). Moreover, Amwm is
1.5 times faster than Amwhm on 80% of the face instances,
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Table 3: Summary of our results regardingAapx. The quality ratio is cost(Aapx)/OPT. The additive ratio is (cost(Aapx)−OPT)/(d·
|H|), where d is the average weight of an edge in an optimal solution. The running time ratio is time(BEST)/time(Aapx), where
BEST is the exact solver with the best overall running time on the instance.

quality ratio additive ratio running time ratio
min max mean sd min max mean sd min max mean sd

FacesArt 1 1.134 1.039 0.036 0 0.575 0.125 0.178 0.586 10.877 5.142 2.884
CyclesArt 1 1.119 1.038 0.026 0 0.724 0.234 0.151 0.583 19.957 8.265 4.694
WalkArt 1 1.044 1.008 0.009 0 0.31 0.053 0.056 2.835 4652.877 737.436 1157.331

FacesReal 1.018 1.243 1.141 0.049 0.042 0.326 0.201 0.055 0.802 5.586 2.256 1.015
CyclesReal 1.026 1.313 1.16 0.041 0.03 0.853 0.29 0.147 1.515 22.083 4.648 2.105
WalkReal 1.016 1.348 1.174 0.054 0.007 1.27 0.34 0.233 5.456 5797.882 1266.843 1815.414
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Figure 3: (Top) Real-World. (Bottom) Artificial. Data points are colored by the number of habitats. (a) Running times of the
two best exact solvers on the respective instance type. (b) Running times of Aapx against the best exact solver on the respective
instance type.

Table 4: Overview on algorithms and application domains.

Amwm Amwhm Agen Aapx

Face habitats X X X X
Cycle habitats 7 X X X
Walk habitats 7 7 X X

Table 5: Summary of our results regarding the running time
ratio of the respective two best exact algorithms.

running time ratio
min max mean sd

FacesArt 1.578 4.424 2.382 0.709
FacesReal 0.76 9.566 1.756 0.572

CyclesArt 1.35 645.87 82.933 137.271
CyclesReal 0.834 2266.312 315.597 483.523

and Amwhm is 10 times faster than Agen on 76% of the
cycle instances.

Approximate solver. On real-world instances, Aapx is
2 times faster than Amwm on face instances and 4 times
faster thanAmwhm on cycle instances, whereas the approx-
imation factor never exceeds 1.348. The additive error is

significantly better than the theoretical bound in Obser-
vation 4. See Table 3 and Figure 3(b). On the artificial
instances, the approximation ratios are even better on av-
erage. This may be due to the fact that these instances
are rather sparse (see Table 2).

Intersection. We also considered the intersection rate
λ := |∑H∈H |E(G[H])|/|⋃H∈H |E(G[H])|, which mea-
sures the average number of habitats in each edge (see Fig-
ures A.4 & A.5 in the appendix for a comparison of the so-
lution quality and the speedup factor of Aapx). For λ ≥ 10
the approximation quality improves slightly in the real-
world cycle and walk instances. As the habitats lie more
dense, it is more likely for an edge to be in the solution. It
thus seems plausible that Aapx chooses fewer unnecessary
edges.

As for the running time, the intersection rate seems only
to have an effect on Amwhm. Especially on real-world cycle
instances one can see that the running time quotient of
Amwhm and Aapx decreases with growing λ. This is likely
due to the habitat graph B: If there are less edges that are
in a unique habitat, then there are less vertices in B that
are incident to a single cardinality-two edge, and hence less
variables and constraints in (1). Note that one can deal
with such vertices in a preprocessing routine as proposed
i.e. by Koana et al. [16]. This may significantly improve
the running times of Amwm and Amwhm for instances with
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low intersection rate.

6 Conclusion
While we prove that when every habitat induces a cycle, 1-
Reach GBP-C remains NP-hard, even on planar graphs
and graphs of small maximum degree, we provide an ILP-
based solver that performs exceptionally well in our exper-
iments. Moreover, when each habitat additionally induces
a face in a given plane graph, the problem becomes solv-
able in polynomial time, with even faster practical run-
ning times. Lastly we observe that the approximation
algorithm by Fluschnik and Kellerhals [6] performs well
in our experiments.

In a long version of this paper, we wish to address sev-
eral theoretical and experimental tasks. On the experi-
mental side, we plan to test our code on larger input in-
stances. As mentioned in Section 5.3, we believe that the
implementation of perprocessing routines may improve
the running times of Amwm and Amwhm significantly. On
the theoretical side, we plan to settle the computational
complexity of 1-Reach GBP-C for the following cases:
for habitats in {P2, C3} in planar graphs or with constant
maximum degree at least 4; for habitats in {P2, C`} in
graphs of maximum degree at most 3. Future work may
include restrictions on the habitats other than induced
cycles.
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A Additional figures and tables
We provide additional figures and tables for a more in-
depth overview over our results. In Figure A.6, we
show how Amwm and Amwhm perform (in terms of time)
against Agen. Interestingly, is some few cases for real-
world instances with 200 cycle habitats, Agen runs faster
than Amwhm. In Figure A.7, we show how Aapx performs
(in terms of solution quality) against OPT. One can see
that there are no big fluctuation from the diagonal (ap-
proximation ratio 1). Moreover, larger solution costs and
large set of habitats increases the approximation ratio.
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Figure A.4: Approximation algorithm ratio against our intersection measure. (Top) Real-world. (Bottom) Artificial. (Left) Faces.
(Middle) Cycles. (Right) Random Walks.

Table A.6: Summary of our results regarding Faces on NW. “btime” is short for “building time”.

intersect OPT cost(Aapx) ratio time(Aapx) time(Amwm) time(Amwhm) time(Agen) btime(Agen)

50 1.048 401.8 415.4 1.034 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.022 0.016
100 1.092 762 800.4 1.05 0.006 0.014 0.023 0.037 0.031
150 1.14 1103.6 1196.2 1.084 0.007 0.03 0.046 0.052 0.044
200 1.195 1381.8 1536.8 1.112 0.009 0.049 0.071 0.063 0.054
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Figure A.5: Quotient of running times of best optimal algorithm and approximation algorithm against our intersection measure.
(Top) Real-world. (Bottom) Artificial. (Left) Faces. (Middle) Cycles. (Right) Random Walks.
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Figure A.6: Comparison of the running times of Amwm and Amwhm versus Agen. (Top) Real-world. (Bottom) Artificial. (Left
and middle) Faces instances. (Right) Cycles instances.
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Figure A.7: Approximation solution against OPT. (Top) Real-world. (Bottom) Artificial. (Left) Faces. (Middle) Cycles. (Right)
Random Walks.
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